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Abstract

A new collocation method based on quadratic splines is presented for second order two point boun·
dary value problems. First, O(h4

) approximations to the first and second derivative of a fwlclion are
derived using a quadratic spline interpolant of u. Then these approximations are used to define an 0 (h 4)

perturbation of the given boundary value problem. Second, the perturbed problem is used to define a collo
cation approximation at inLerval midpoints for which an oplimal 0 (h ~i) global estimate for the j til deriva
tive of the error is derived. Further, 0 (h4-i ) error bounds for the j th derivative are obtained for certain
superconvergence points. It should be observed that standard collocation at midpoints gives O(h2-i )
bounds. ResullS from numerical experiments are reported that verify the theoretical behavior of the
method.

(i') This research was SIIpportcd by ARO granl DAA929-83-K-Q026 and AFOSR granr. 84-0385.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the numerical solution of a second order two-point boundary value prob-
lem

Lu = ull+p(x)u' + g(x)u =f on I=[a,b],

subject lo mixed boundary conditions

(1.1)

(1.2)

The method considered belongs to the class of finite elements and it is based on collocation by quadratic
splines. In order to determine such an approximation a high order expansion of lhe residual is forced lo

collocate (inlcrpOlate) at certain points. The resulting error in tlJe uniform norm is shown to be 0 (h~ glo
bally and 0 (h 4

) at the nodes of a uniform partition. Superconvergence behavior is exhibited for lhe
, derivatives at certain points.

Several authors [4], [7], [11] and [12] have studied the approximating properties of the quadratic
splines. The IeSulls of Marsden [9] show that the quadratic interpolant and its derivatives exhibit supetCon
vergence at specific local poinlS. The paper by Kammener et al [7] studies the projection properties of qua
draLic interpolatory splines and generalizes the results in [9]. Collocation with quadratic splines for partic
ular instances of the two-point boundary value problem is considered in [7], [8] and [10]. In these studies
the convergence obtained is not optimal. In [7] fourth order convergence is obtained by using fowth
degree splines. High order collocation residual expansion is used in [1], [3], [5] La oblain optimal cubic
spline collocation methods for the same problem. The method considered here can be applied for nonlinear
problems and can be exLended La two dimensional elliptic problems [2]. Optimal spline collocation
methods for higher degree boundary value problems are studied in [6].

2. QUADRATIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION RESULTS

In this section we list and derive a number of quadratic spline interpolation identities. These identi
ties are used in Sections 3 and 4 La fannulate and analyze a quadratic spline collocation method for the
two-point boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2). Consider the interval I = [a, b] and let
11 == {a = Xo < XI < ... < XN =b} be a uniform partition of I with mesh size h and T = {1'o =xo,
1'j = (Xi + Xi_l)l2; I .:s; i .:s; N ,1'N+l = XN} be a set of data poinls. 1broughoul, denote by P2,l1 the space of
piecewise quadratic polynomials and S2,l1 the space of quadratic splines (p2,l1 n C l (/) where C k (/) is the
set of functions wilh k derivatives continuous on I. In this paper we adopt the following nOlation, S is the
quadratic spline interpolant of u such thal

where D k is the k lh derivative operator. Define Sj = S(1',), U, = U (1',) and lel e(x) =U (x) - S(x) be the
interpola1ion error. The following resull of Mardsen [9], Kammerer et al [7] is needed to obtain a priori
error bounds for the collocation melhod considered here. We use the max norm unless otherwise indicated.

Theorem 2.1. Let 1'j be the middle points ofeach subinterval of6. and A= (3 ± ..{3)/6. If U E C4(/). then

1.(x;)1 =o(h'). 1.'«; -lh)l =O(h'J, 1."(xi.,.)1 =O(h')

and liD'. 11_ = o(h H
), k = 0,1,2.

For uniform partitions il can be shown, Mardsen [9], that any S E S2,A satisfies the relation

8 (Xi_') + 65 (x;) + 5(<;.,) = 4(8 (Xi -,h! + S(Xi.,.))

for 1 ~ i ~ N - 1. A direct consequence of !his identity is the following theorem.

(2.2)

(2.3)
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Theorem 2.2. IfU E C6(I). lhen al the midpainls'tj of.1, we have

, • h2 (3) 4
Si =Uj + 24 Uj +O(h),

and

where U;(I:) d£notes Dku ('ti).

(2.40)

(2.4b)

(2.6)

, Proof: From (2.1), (2.3) it can be seen lhat the error function e (x) = u(x) - SCx) at the interior knots Ii.

I S; i :5 N, satisfies the equaLions

e(Xi_l) + 6e(x;) + e(xi+l) = U(Xi_l) - 4U(Xi _i) + 6u(xj) - 4u (Xi +.,.J + U(Xj+l). (2.5)

Ifwe denote by {hi If. the right sides of equalions (2.5), then by Taylor's expansion we can show that

b· = ~ U(4)(X_) + o(h') 1 <,' sN• 16' I - •

Further, for any funclion g E C4 we have

gi-! + 6gi + 8;+1 =Sgi + h2g j (2) + 0 (h 4
).

h4u(4)
In (2.7) we choose 8 = - ~,add equations (2.5) and (2.7) and then we obtain

a;_1+6a;+Ct;+1=O(h'. l:5i:5N-l,

(2.7)

(2.8)

h4u(4)(.r;)
where u i ;;; e (Xi) - 128 . According to lhe definition of S. ao.la"o - So - h4U~4) 1128 = 0, and

~ == UN - SN - h4uJ4)1l28 = O. The system of equations (2.8) is slricUy diagonally dominant Thus, the
inverse of its coefficient matrix exists and its nann is less than 1/4. This implies that, for 0 $ i $ N I

ll; =0 (h').

Since S is locally quadratic and 'ti is the midpoint of [xi' Xi_l], we have that

S; = (S(x,) - S(x,_I))fh.

For any funclion g e C4 we have by Taylor's expansion

(2.9)

(2.10)

h2 (3)«)
8
24

i + o(h'). (2.11)

From (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain the identity (2.4a). The relation (2.4b) follows easily from !he rela
tion

and (2.9). This concludes !he proof.
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We use the above results to prove the following;

Theorem 2.3. Let S be the quadratic spline interpolalll ofu E C 6(1) defined by (2.1). Then at {tj }f-Ithe
following Te/alions hold:

00 • N H 2 ~u; = (51_1 - 2Si + 51+1 )fh + O(h J,

, • I 2 2\
= (5._1 - 'lSi + 5.+1 )/h + O(h ).

(2)W w .. 4
u; = (5,_1 + 'l2Sj + 51+1)124 + 0 (h ),

• • •• 4
Uj = - (5i _1 - 26S, + S'+1 )124 + a(h ).

(2.120)

(2.12b)

(2.120)

(2.12d)

(2.120)

Proof: Equation (2.113) follows from the relation ",(4) ::; (Uj~l - 2u;' + ";:1 )IhZ+ 0 (h~ and (2.4b). The
relation (2.12d) is a direct consequence of (2.12a) and (2Ab). Similarly, we have
uP) = (u.'-. - 2u; + Uj~l )lh 2 + 0 (h z), which, using relation (2.4a), implies (2.12c). From (2.12c) and
(2.4a) we obtain (2.12e). In order to show (2.12b) we use the relation

(5.:1 - 5/'_1 )f2h ::; (Ui:1 - U;:I)f2h - 4
k
S (uj~l - u/'~l) + 0 (h4) = uP) + 0 (h~.

This concludes the proof.

If we define the difference operator A by A g, :: (gi-I - 2g j + gi+l)lh2 Ihen Ihe relaLions (2.12a),
(2.120) appear as

In order to approximate the higher derivaLives of u at {x00 't1• 'tN. XN} we make usc of the relations

ull l = [3U ftl - uitl) 12 + 0 (h2), Uft ) = 2uit
) - u~t) + 0 (h2),

u~') = 2ll/lJ, - u~'!, + 0 (h'), u~~, = [3U~') - u~'!,) f2 + 0 (h '),

(2.13)

(2.14)

for k = 3, 4. Using (2.13) we obtain the following approximations:

uJt ) = [5 A sit
-
2) - 3 A S~t-2)] 12 + 0 (h2), UJl:)l = [5 A SJ~12) - 3 A 5J~z2)J 12 + o(h 2),

U I') =2 A Sj'-~ - A Sj'-~ + 0 (h') and u~" =2 A S~~i') - A S~~2~ + 0 (h'), (2.15)

for k = 3,4. From the relations (2.12) to (2.15) we conclude easily the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 2.3 and (2.14). (2.15) we hove at 'tl and'tN thefollowillg
relations:

w H " ".. 4
U1 =(26S1 -5S 2 +453 -5 4 )124+0(h),

H " • w" 4
UN = (26SN - 55N _1 + 45N _2 - 5N _3 )124 + 0 (h ),

, , , ., 4
U1 = (22S 1 + 552 - 453 + 54 )124 + O(h ),

, • • ., 4
UN = (22SN + 55N _1 - 45N_2 + 5N_3 )124 + O(h ).

(2.16)
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We consider the quadratic spline function C\I defined by

$(x).=x2, O:S;xSl;-3+6z-2x2, ISIS2;9-6x+x2, 2Sxs3

and 0 elsewhere. Then a set of basis functions for SUI are the functions B;(x) = 2All«x - a)/h - i + 2)(3
for 0 sis N +1. In order to obtain a high order approximation of Ihe first derivaLive of u at lhe end points

. {.ro. IN} and at the nodal poinls we consider !.he identities

and

S'(.,_,) + 6S'(x,) + S'(.,+,) = 8(S(t,+,) - S(t,»/h,

3S'(.0) + S'(.,) =8(S(t,) - S(.OJ)/h ; 3S'('N) + S'('N_') =8(S('N) - S(tN»/h.

(2.16.)

(2.16b)

These relations are true for any S E S2A and can be viewed as direct consequence of the definition of the
basis functions Bj • Based on the idcnlities (2.16) we prove lhe following:

+ O(h'),

Theorem 2.4. IfS is the interpolanz ofu in S2,A defined by (2.1) and U E C6(/), then

h 2u(3)(x_ )
S'(.;) = u'(.;) - 12 ' (2.17)

forOSiSN.

Proof: For the proof, we denote S'(Xj) by 5 j ', S'('tj) by 5'j -'hI U(Xi) by Uj and u('tj) bY"i _ 'Ii" According
to the definition of the interpolant S the relations (2.16) become

(2.180)

and

By Taylor's expansion, we have

8 ' hZ
(3) 4h (ll; +'h.- Ui_v.J =8UI + 3"" Ui + O(h ).

and

, , •• 2(3) 4
Ui+l +6u; +ll,:-I =8u; +h UI +O(h).

From (2.180), (2.19) and (2.20) we obtain

. ,.2 2 (3) 4
ei_l + 6ej + e;+1 ="3 h UI + 0 (h ),

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

where ei = u(Xj) - S(Xi)' If we apply (2.20) for the fllnction - 1~ h2u(2)(x), add it to (2.21) and denote

• h
2 M' b .by d· = e· - - u·\~ then we 0 tam• • 12"

(2.22)

Similarly, we can esLablish lhe expansions
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and

From !he above relation we obtain that

3e~ + e; = h2uf?> f3 + h3U~4) /12 + O(h4).

Ifwe apply the relation (2.23) to the function - h
2
u
l
:<X) and add it to (2.24) we oblain

In the same way we obtain

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.250)

(2.25b)

The system of equations (2.22), (225) is strictly diagonal dominant and Ihe inverse of its coefficient matrix
has norm less than lh. Thus, for 0 ::;:; j :s: N. di =0 (h 4

) which proves relation (2.17) and concludes this
proof.

This result allows us to oblain high accuracy approximaLions lO the derivatives of u at the boundary
nodes.

Corollary 2.2. Und£r the assumptions o/Theorem 2.4, we have the/ollowing relalions a1 the boundary
nodes z 0 and IN :

I • , " 4
u'(xo) = (24S0 + 55 I -1352 + llS 3 - 354 )124 + O(h ) (2.260)

(2.26b)

3. THE METHOD OF QUADRATIC·SPUNE COLLOCATION

We consider the linear second order equation Lu = f subject 10 homogeneous boundary conditions
Bu = O. Based on the relations (2.4a), (2.4b) and (2.17) we observe that the interpolant S of u satisfies the
relations

LS· =/. - ~ U·(4) +~ p. U·(3) + o(h 4) 1 s i SN,, , 24' 24 I • ,

and
h' 4

BS· =-- a" •.0) + O(h ) (kj) = (0,0), (I, N+l).
J 12 . 1 •

Notice Lhal due to (2.13) and (2.15) lhe relations (3.1) can be wrinen as

h' [ • "] h' [ . , ) 4LS 1=fl-
24

2ASz -AS3 +24P1 2ASz -hS3 +O(h),

hZ "h Z
, 4 •

LS; =fi - 24 ASj + 24 Pi AS; +O(h), 2s I ~N-l,

h' [ • .) h' [. . ) 4LSN =fN-
24

2ASN_1 -ASN_z +24PN 2ASN_1 -ASN_Z +O(h),

(3.10)

(3.lb)

(3.20)

(3.2b)

(3.20)
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. and the boundary relalloRs:

h' [, 'J 'B5 0 = 24 CXo,1 SASz -3AS3 +O(h),

h' [, , J 4BSN+1 = 24 (Xl,1 5 A SN_I - 3 A SN-2 + O(h ).
(3.2d)

If in (3.2) we move the leons involving the approximations of the high order derivatives of u to the left
side. we obtain the relations

(3.3.)

and

(3.3b)

(3.4)

whereL' andB' denote perturbations ofL andB respectively, defined as

L ' -L h
2

(4).!t.. (3) I . NU;= U;+24"i -24PjUj • .$t::> •

and

B'Uj=BUj+ ~; CX.l:,lupl, (kj) = (0.0), (l,N+l).

The above observations are summarized in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let S be the quadraJic spline interpolant of the soluJion u of (1.1J, (1.2) at the data points T.
If U E C(6)(l), then S satisfies the relations

[LS -f]:r=T, = o(h 2
), for i = 1 to N,

[BS]..~ = o(h'),

[L'S - fJ.., = O(h'), for i = I to N,

[B'SJ.=~= O(h').

3.1. Formulation of the Quadratic-SpJine Collocation Method

We now define the quadratic-spline collocation metlwd as determining the approximation Z1l. in S2./l
that satisfies

and the boundary condilions

[L'Ztr.-fl.=-r. =0, for j = 1 to N,

B'Z6.J~,,~....... =O.

(3.5)

(3.6)

Throughout we refer to this fonnulalion as one step spline collocation method.

An allernative fonnulation of the method is to view the detennination of an approximalion U6. in S2,6.

as a two step collocation method as follows:
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Step 1: Determine v E S2,A such that is satisfies

[Lv - fl. = or. = O. ; = 1 to N.
and

8111;r= ........... =0.

Step 2: (i) For i = 210 N - 1 esLimate the higher derivatives of u at the data points 'tj by

u(4)('ti)::::: A V"(1;),

and

and substitute these values inle (3.1) to obtain more accurate right side terms:

~ 2. H H "

11 =fl-h [2A 1'2 -/\ \13 -PI(2A 1'2 -A 1'3)]124
- 2'" .Ii =/, - h [A Vi - Pi A 1',]124 for J = 2 •...• N - 1
- 2. H,. "

IN = Ii - h [2 A "'N-1 - A "N-2 - PN(2 A VN_L - A vN_2)]/24
- 2 • ,

go = h 00,1[5 A 1.12 - 3 A 1'3]124
- 2. ' ,

gN+l = h a l,l[5 A vN_1 - 3 A \IN_2]124.

(ii) Use these right sides LO deLermine u'" E S2.,l1 such that it saLisfies the equations:

[LulI.-j) ... =-r.=O.l$i$N,
and

[BUd - gl. =;r....... = O.

(3.10)

(3.Th)

(3.80)

(3.8b)

(3.90)

(3.9b)

In the general case (P. q :Al), Lhe existence and convergence of this method is discussed in Section 4. For
the case p(x) = q(x) =: 0 denote by Q the coefficient matrix of {u; (tj)W in the system (3.5). In this case
lite solvability follows from the diagonal dominance of the corresponding system. Specifically we have the
following:

Lemma 3.2. If p(x)=q(x)=O, then the sysrem (3.5) is solvable. 11Q-111 ::01.5 and
11,."11. <1.511/ il •.

Further we can show that the coefficient matrices of equations (3.7) and (3.9) are diagonally dom
inant in certain cases.

Lemma 3.3. If CXo,o' llo,l::O O. (X1,0' (XI,I O!: 0 and q(x)::o 0 at the '[j'8, then the coefficient 11lfl(rices of
. equations (3.7) and (3.9) are diagonally dominantfor sufficient small h.

N.'
Proof: After the substitution of ut. = 1: Uj Bj (x) in the boundary equation at x =a we oblain the diage-

''''nal dominance condition

which is satisfied for sufficiently small h, provided CXo,o' CXo,1 :5 O. Similarly, the collocation equation
obtained by the second boundary condition is diagonal dominant if (XI,O . (XI,I ~ O. In the case of interior
collocation equations the diagonal dominance condition becomes
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8 {42 1 42 1 }I--+q«-)I- 1---p«·)+-q«·)I+I-+-p«·)+-q«·)1 >03hz ' 3hz 3h • 6' 3h z 3h • 6 j -.

It is easy to see that this condition is satisfied when q('Ti) ~ 0 for i = 1 to N and h is sufficiently small.

4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS AND ERROR BOUNDS

In order to analyze the two quadratic spline collocation melhods. we imroduce an integral representa
tion of equations (3.5), (3.7), (3.9) and the differential equation (1.1). For this purpose, we assume tha1lhe
boundary value problem u" = 0, Bu = 0 has a unique solution. This implies that there is a Green's fune.
lion G(r,t) for this problem. If we denote by Will: z~,r == u", S 51 ,," and rAE u; and assume thatz(:,.,
u. v and "l1 satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions (1.2), then Zll' U. v and uA can be obtained via
the Green's function. That is. we have

,
ZA(X) = fa G(X,I) w!J.(r)dt,,
"(x) = LG(x, t) r(t)dt,,
v(x) = LG(x,t) s(t)dt,,
"/!oCx) = fa G(r,t) T/!,(t)dt,

. f'Z", = d G,.(x,n wl1(t)dt,,
u'(x) = J.. GJ:(x,t) r(r)dt.,
v'(x) =J.. G,.(x,t) s(t)dt.

. f'uloCx) = <I G.,(x,t) r{J(t)dJ.

We introduce the operator K !hat maps Lz(l) to C(/) by
, ,

Kr(x) = p(x) LG,(x,t) r(t)dt + q(x) f. G(x,t) r(t)dt, (4.1)

and !he linear projection P A which maps continuous functions to So A '"' Po An C-I(l) via piecewise inter-
polation at the middle points {'tj}f. ' ,

4.1 Convergence analysis of the two step method

Based on lhe notation introduced we can rewrite equations (3.7), (3.9) in lhe following form:

respectively, sinceP AS =S and PArA =r6. Equation (1.1) can be written as

r +Kr=f.

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

(4.3)

According to the definition of P A we can asswne that P A g = g(t,) for x E (Xi_I, x;) and
PA8 = (g(ti+l) + g('tj »12 at interior nodal points. Thus 1JPA8 - g 11_ tends to zero as h converges to
zero for any continuous function g. This in tum implies lhat lhe sequence of operators P 6 converges
strongly to the identity operator I :C ~ Lz. Further, according to Russell and Shampine [13], !he operator
K from Lz([a, b]) into C is completely continuous, (I + PA Kr l exists and is uniformly bounded for
sufficiently small h. Following similar arguments as in [3], firsl we show convergence in step 1, that is, of
me collocation approximation v.

Theorem 4.1. Ifwe assume rhat

(a1) thecoefficicntsp,q andf are in C(l),

(31) the boundary value problem Lu =f ,Bu =0 has a unique solU/ion in C4(l),

and
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(a3) the problem u" = 0,8u = 0 has a UIlique solution,

then

(r1) the collocation approximation \I E S2.,6 defined by equations (3.7) exists,

(12) we have the global error estimates

Ilu -vll_SCh', Ilu'-v'II_SCh' and Ilu"-v"II_SCh,

and the local error estimaJes

(4.4)

(,3) I(u -vik)('ti)1 :S;Ch2 for k =0,1,2 and i = 1, ... , N, (4.5)

where C is a generic constant independent ofh.

Proor: The solvability of equations (4.2) follows from the exislence and uniform boundedness of
(1 + P4Ktl. To establish (4.4), (4.5), consider the problem s'" "" S", BS = 0 (h~. Notice that there is a
linear function w such that BS =Bw = 0 (h~ because of assumption (a3). Funher more
Ilwll .. =O(h2) and Ilw'II .. =O(h2). From (3.1a) and the solvability of (S-w)"=SI1'
B (5 - w) = 0 we conclude that

(4.6)

Subtracting (4.2a) and (4.6) we oblain

(I + P"K)(S" - w" - v'1 = o(h').

The unifonn boundedness of (I + P6K)-t yields

liS" - w" - v"ll .. = o(h 2).

Since (5 - w - v)" = Z I B (5 - W - \I) == 0 is Wliquely solvable (aJ), we have
,

(S - w - v)(t)(x) == 1.. D t G(x,t)(S" - w" - v")(t)dt.

, This implies that

liS -w -v I 1_= o(h'), IIS'-w'-v'll = o(h').

(4.7)

(4.8)

The error bounds (4.4) and (4.5) now follow from Theorem 2.1, the definition ofw and relations (4.7) and
(4.8). This concludes the proof.

From the relations (4.7), (4.8) and (2.4) one can conclude that ASi
t == Avt(t;) + 0 (h~ k == 1,2.

Therefore the relations (3.2) can be wriUCn as

- ,
LS, = f«,) + O(h ),

BSj = i(xj) + 0 (h'),

i==1 LO Nand

j ==O,N + 1.
(4.9)

From the definiLion of u./lo in equation (3.9) and (4.9) we oblain

L(S -u,)«,)= o(h"), 1 <i SN

and

(4.10.)
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B(S - u.J = O(h'). (4.lOb)

Notice that there is a lineae function w such that B(S - u.J =Bw =O(h 4) and Ilw J I = o (h 4),

J Iwlll = o(h 4
). Equations (4.lOa) can be written as

(I + PlJK)(S" - u; - w") = 0 (h 4
),

since B (S - ulJ - w) = 0 and (aJ) holds. Applying the argwnents used in proof of Theorem 4.1 and with
A. = (3 ± V(3)/6, we obtain the following optimal results.

Theorem 4.2. Under the hypotheses ofTheorem 4.1, and with A. = (3 ± .J3)t6, we condude that

(i) u, exists,

(ti) 110'(u - u.J 11_ = 0 (h3-k). k = 0.1,2.

(iii) 10(u(x; + Ah) - u,(X; + Ah»1 = o(h'),

(iv) ID 2(u(x; + t h) - UlJ(Xi + t h»)1 = O(h 2),

(v) lu(x)-ulJ(x)1 = o(h 4
) for X =Xi and'ti'

4.2 Convergence analysis of the one step method

In order to represenl equation (3.5) in integral fonn. we introduce the following nOlation: Let D lJ be
the vector value function D lJ: C [a ,b] -) RN defined by (D lJg)i = g(tj) for i = 1 to N and Ep , Eq be
the NxN diagonal matrices Ep = diag (p ('ti», Eq =diag (q ('ti )). Consider the NxN tridiagonal matrices

T(I) = ~ trid(-I, 26, -I), T(l) = ~ trid(I,22, 1)

and define lhc NxN matrics rb and IP' such that

etJ1,I = 4.>N,N = 22124, 4.>1,2 =cbH,N_I = 5124. 4>,,3 = 4>N,N_2 =-4124. c1J,,4 = cbN ,N_3 = 1/24,

with lherest of the elements wi,i = Tj~~ and

'1'1,1 = 'I'H.N = 26/2A, 1P",2 = 'PN,N_I = -5124, 'P1,3 = 'PN ,N_2 = 4124, 'PI,4 = IP'N,N_3 = -1124,

with the rest of the elements lP'i,i =Tir:;. Then we can rewrite equation (3,5) as

WlJ +RlJ K wlJ =P lJ qrl DlJf

where R lJ K is lhe integral operaLOr defined by

- 1 s'RlJKg =PlJ qr Ep c1>DlJ a G~(x,l)g(t)dt +,
+ P lJ qrl Eq D 1I. f.. G(x, t) g (t)dt.

(4.11)

(4.12)

Lemma 4.1: The sequence ofoperators RlJ K defined in (4.12) converges strongly to the integral operator
KinL2·

Proof.: First consider lhe convergence of IIR lJ Kg - P lJ D lJ Kg II .. for g E L 2. According to the
definition ofR", K and lhe use of lhe triangular inequality we obtain
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1 J' 1 J'+ IIPtr. r Eq Dlr, Q Ggdl-P", r \{I Eq DIJ. "Ggdt 11_

From the boundedness of liP-allooand J ly111_

(4.13)

It is easy to observe that lhe relation 'YEp = Ep'¥ + 0 (h) holds. This implies thatlhe first norm in the
right side of (4.13) can be bounded by

,
IIE,{<I> - 'I') D of. G.gdili. + 0 (h).

If p is a least in Ls we conclude that I IEp II .. is bounded. From the definition of cl> and '¥ we spnclude
that (11)> - '¥) D IJ. LGlegdl is bounded by lhe modulus of continuity (rJ of lhe continuous function fa G",gdl
over a 3h -interval. ,

The second tcnn of the right side in b(4.13) is 0(11 (I - If') D tJE fa Ggdt II",). It can be easily

observed that this norm is bounded by co(q LGgdl, 3h). From the properties ofP II and lhe continuity of
Kg we conclude thal II Pit. D IJ. Kg - Kg II .. converges to zero. This proves the assertion of the Lemma,
since IIRlr, Kg - Kg I 1_::;;; liRA Kg -PIJ.Dtr, Kg 11_+ IIPt,Dll. Kg - Kg I I.. holds.

Theorem 4.3. Under the assumptions a/Theorem 42 we have that ztr. exists andfor Dirichlet boundary
. conditions thefollowing error bowuis hold:

ID(u{Xi +M)-,,(Xi +M»I =O{h').

(4.14)

ID'{u(Xi + ~ h) - ,,(Xi + ~ h»1 = o(h'),

lu(.x) - ztr.(r) I = o(h 4
) for r =.x,' and 'tj.

Proof; From the exislCnce of (T + Kr1
, Lemma 4.1 and the Neumann's Theorem. we conclude that

(I + R A Krl exists. is unifonnly bounded for sufficienL1y small h and the sYSleITl of collocation equations
(4.11) has a unique solution. For homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions there is a linear function w
such that Bw =BS =0 (h 4

). II w 11_ =0 (h 4
) and II w'11= 0 (h 4

). Following the same reasoning as in
Theorem 4.2 we derive the error bounds (4.14).

It is worth noticing that in the case of mixed boundary conditions we obtain numerically error
bounds similar to (4.14).
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a number of numerical results to demonstrate lbe convergence of lhe qua
dratic spline collocation method as implemented in the program P2CICOL. The second order method
based on the first step is referred by P2CICOL (order = 2) and the fourth order one that corresponds to the
two-step method is denoted by P2CICOL (order = 4). The program P2CICOL has an argument LO select
eilher second or fourth versions of the method. The choice is indicated here by the arguments order =2 or
order = 4. These results exhibit the various optimal error bounds obtained in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The
examples were oblained from [3], [13] in order to allow a comparison wilh other collocation melhods. All
computations were canied out on a VAX. 780 in double precision. For problem 2, we present some data
for Galerkin method based on quadratic splines as implemented in the program (P2CIGAL). The data
indicate complete agreement between the analytical and numerical behavior of lhe method.
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Problem 1: This example is chosen to lest convergence of P2CICOL (order = 4) for various smoolhness
assumptions on u.

""(x) + [

subject to boundary condiLions

16>: ]
1 +4x2

8
u'(x) + --2 u(x) =1

l+4x
[orO<x<I,

Aou(a) + B oU:r; (a) =80 and A1u(b) +B\uz(b) = 81'

The functions f . go and glare chosen SO that u(x) = x lll
:2. Three values. 11, 9 and 7 of a, are used which

put u (x) in C5
.
S

, C4
.5 and C3

.5, respectively. We present tables of the norms aCthe observed errors for n=8
to 256 points in the partition Ii (see Tables I, 3 and 5). From lhese we derive estimates of the orders of
convergence which are shown in Tables 2, 4 and 6. The A. points are those of Theorem 4.2 with values
Ii + 'Ah where A= (3 ± ..J3)f6. In all cases the estimated orders of convergence agree quite well wilh those
predicted from Theorem 4.2.

lIu-u.II •.•. lIu-u.lI~ lIu'-u~lI, ' . lIu" - u~ lI'tf " " IIn lIu -u.lI~ lIu - u/1 _

8 5.3-2 4.4-2 6.0-2 1.4-1 1.4-1 3.6-1 4.3+0I. 3.5-3 3.2-3 3.6-3 8.5-2 1.6-2 3.6-2 2.1+0
32 1.9-4 1.9-4 1.9-4 4.4-4 4.6-3 8.8-3 1.1+0
54 1.1-5 1.1-5 1.1·5 2.5-5 1.l·3 2.2-3 5.1-1
128 7.1-7 7.0-7 7.0-7 1.5-6 2.8-4 5.5-4 2.6-1
256 4.4-8 4.4-8 4.4-8 2.0-7 6.5-5 1.4-4 1.4-1

Table 1. Errors ofP2ClCOL (order = 4) for the case U= 11 withAo=B o= I,A! = OandB! = 1. The
notation x.y - k means x.y • 10-1: and n is the number of subintervals in the partition a. The
double entries in the first column are errors measured at the points 'ti and Xi respectively.

u convergence u' conver ence u" convergence

" at 'rj. X; globBl at). poinlS globBl al'rj global

8
3.94 3.79 4.05 4.03 3.15 3.29 1.02

I.
4.17 4.11 4.22 4.28 1.82 2.05 0.90

32
4.06 4.04 4.08 4.12 2.08 2.00 1.18

54
4.02 4.01 4.02 4.06 1.97 2.00 0.94

128
4.01 4.00 4.01 2.93 2.09 2.00 0.92

256

Table 2. Estimated orders of convergence of theP2ClCOL (order =4) for U=11 (Table I).
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lIu-u,II,,~ lIu - u,lI~ ' ' lIu'-u~lI~ lIu"-u~II'tj Ilu"-u~lI~n lIu -u.lI~

8 7.3-3 5.0-3 9.2-3 3.6-2 3.8-2 1.3-1 2.0.0
16 4.74 4.14 5.1-4 2.1-3 8.8-3 1.2·2 1.0.0
32 1.9·5 1.7-5 1.9-5 9.4-5 2.2-3 2.4-3 53-1
64 1.2-6 1.1-6 1.6-6 5.4-6 5.64 6.04 2.4-1
128 9.6-8 9.4-8 1.8-7 4.5·7 1.54 1.5-4 1.2-1
256 8.2-9 8.1-9 2.0-8 5.6-8 3.5-5 3.8-5 6.4-2

Table 3. Errors ofP2CICOL (order = 4) for the case ex = 9 and the rest of parameters as in Table 1. The
notation of Table 1 is used.

Table 4. Estimated orders of convergence of PlCICOL (order = 4) for ex = 9 (Table 3).

lIu - u.lI, lIu-u,lI~ ' ' lIu'-u~lI~ " " lIu"-u~lI~n lIu -u,lI" lIu -u.lI~

8 2.0-3 2.0-3 2.1-3 3.7-3 1.5-2 4.6-2 7.0-1
16 2.04 1.9-4 2.0-4 4.7-4 3.7-3 4.9-4 3.6-1
32 3.7-5 3.6-5 3.8-5 1.04 8.6-4 1.8-3 1.8-1
64 6.Q..6 5.9-6 6.0-6 1.9-5 2.1-4 6.04 9.1-1
128 1.{).6 1.0·6 9.9-7 3.3-6 5.8-5 2.1-4 4.6-2
256 1.8-7 1.7-7 1.7-7 5.8·7 1.4-5 7.1-5 23-2

Table S. Errors ofP2ClCOL (order = 4) for !.he case Cl= 7 with Ao=Bo= I.A I = 0 andB l = 1. The
notation aCTable 1 is used.
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Table 6. Estimated orders of convergence ofPlCICOL (order =4) for a = 7 (Table 5).

We now consider another version of Problem 1 where f. go and 8, are chosen to make
u (x) = 11(1 + 4x:;. This should give the highcst possible order of convergence and, as lhe resulls of Table
7 show, the observed errors are smaller. The estimated orders of convergence seen in Table 8 are as
predicted by Theorem 4.2 and essentially the same as in Table 2.

Table 7. Errors ofP2ClCOL (order = 4) for Problem 1 with Dirichlet boundary conditions (A o = A I = I,
B 0 = B 1= 0), and u(x) = 1/(1 + 4x2

). The ReLation of Table 1 is used.
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Problem 2: This is a trivial second order problem used very often for verifying the convergence of various
numerical methods. lhe equation is

u" - 4u = 4cosh(l)

subjCCllo boundary conditions u (0) = u (1) = O. It has the true solution

u (x) = cosh(2x - 1) - cosh(!).

The computational results show almost exact agreement with the orders of convergence predicted by
Theorem 4.2.

lIu -u.lI, lIu-u.lI. ' ' lIu'-u~lI. lIu"-u~lI~ lIu"-u~lI.n lIu -u.lI,

• 4.0..5 35-6 15-4 7.1-4 7.1-3 1.4-2 4.6-}

l' 2.8-6 1.4-7 1.8-5 9.2-5 1.8-3 3.8-3 2.3-1
32 1.8-7 12-8 2.1-6 1.2-5 5.04 9.8-4 1.2-1.. 1.1-8 8.0-10 2.7-7 1.5-6 1.2-4 25-4 55-2
128 7.2-10 5.1-11 3.... 1.9-7 29-5 6.2-5 2.8-2
256 4.5-11 3.2-12 3.8-9 24-. 7.0-6 1.6-5 15-2

Table 9. Errors ofP2ClCOL (order = 4) for Problem 2.
The notation of Table 1 is used.

u convergence u' convergence u" convergence
n at 'rj, Ij global at Apoints global a[ 'tl global

•
3.84 4.63 3.13 2.94 1.97 1.87 1.01

16
3.94 3.56 3.10 2.97 1.86 1.95 0.90

32
3.98 3.90 2.96 2.98 2.11 1.98 1.18..
3.99 3.98 2.98 2.99 1.99 1.99 0.95

12.
4.00 3.99 3.13 3.00 2.07 2.00 0.92

256

Table 10. Estimated orders of convergence ofP2ClCOL (order = 4) for Problem 2.
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lIu -u.lI~ lIu-u.lI~
, .

lIu'-u~lI~ lIull-u~II't/ lIu" - u~ II~n lIu -u.ll"

8 9.6-4 1.0-3 1.0-4 4.1·3 9.0-3 3.8·3 45-1
16 2.54 25-4 25-4 1.1-3 2.5-3 9.8-4 23-1
32 6.2-5 6.2-5 6.2-5 2.84 5.74 25-4 1.2-1
64 1.5-5 1.6-5 1.6-5 7.3·5 1.5-4 6.2·5 55-1
128 3.9·6 3.9-6 3.9-6 1.8-5 4.0-5 1.6-5 2.8-2
256 9.7-7 9.7-7 9.7-7 4.6-6 1.0-5 3.9-6 15-2

Table 11. Errors ofP2ClCOL (ordee = 2) for Problem 2.
The notation of Table 1 is used.

u convergence 1.1' convergence Il" convergence
n at 'rj, Xi global 01 }. points global al't"; global

8
1.96 2.01 2.01 1.90 1.87 1.96 0.94

16
1.99 200 2.00 1.94 2.11 1.99 0.91

32
200 200 200 1.97 1.93 2.00 1.18

64
200 200 200 1.98 1.91 2.00 0.95

128
200 200 200 1.99 1.96 2.00 0.92

256

Table 12. Estimated orders of convergence for P2CICOL (order = 2) for Problem 2.

We also solved Ibis problem using lite program P2CIGAL which implemenlS Ihe Galerkin method
using quadratic spline basis functions. The results shown in Tables 13 and 14 indicate the rates of conver
gence expected for such a method. Comparing with Tables 9 and 10 for P2CICOL (order = 4), we see that
the quadratic spline collocation me!hod is slightly more accurate and !hey bo!h exhibit !he same order of
convergence. The collocation method is more general as it docs not require a self-adjoint opcrnlor.
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n lIu -utloll't"j lIu -u.lI_ lIu'-u~lI" lIu'-u~lI_ lIu"-u~II't" lIu"-u~lIoo

8 2.1·5 2.3-5 1.4-4 7.3-4 1.2-2 1.4-2 4.9-1
1. 1.5-6 1.6-6 1.8-5 1.0-4 3.0-3 3.9-3 2.6·1
32 9.9-8 1.0-7 23-6 1.3-5 7.6-4 1.0-3 13-1
64 6.4-9 6.4-9 2.9-7 1.7·6 1.9-4 2.7-4 6.6-1
128 4.1-10 4.0-10 3.6-8 2.1-7 4.8-5 6.8-5 33-2

Table 13. Error eslimaLes for quadratic spline galerkin (P2CIGAL) for Problem 2. The notation of Table
1 is used.

Table 14. Orders of convergence for nClGAL for Problem 2.
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Problem 3: This example was cornidered in [10]. The equation and boundary conditions are

u"+xu'(x)-u(x)=xeX-[xl (6-12x+2z2 -3x3 )

u(-l)= e-I +2, u(l)=e.

which has the unique solution

x~o

x 50

The derivatives degree three and four of u (x) have jump discontinuities at the origin. All partitions used
include lhe origin.

n lIu-u.II~L lIu-u.lI~ lIu'-u~lI" lIu'-u~lI~ lIun-u~II't1 lIu"-u~lI~

8 9.4-3 1.2-2 12-2 3.0-2 9.8-2 1.2-1 3.1+0
16 2.5-3 2.9-3 2.9-3 7.3-3 2.4-2 4.5-2 1.6+0
32 6.5-4 7.0-4 6.9-4 1.8-3 6.3-3 1.9-2 8.2-1
64 1.6-4 1.74 1.7-4 4.4-4 1.6-3 8.7-3 3.7-1
128 4.1-5 4.2-5 4.1-5 1.14 4.1-4 4.1-3 1.9-1
256 1.0-5 1.1-5 1.0-5 27-5 9.7-5 2.0-3 9.9-2

Table 15. Errors ofP2CICOL (order = 4) for Problem 3.
The notation of Table 1 is used.

II convergence Il' convergence u" convergence
n at 'ri. X; global at ~points global al'ti global

8
1.91 2.09 2.09 2.06 2.02 139 0.97

16
1.95 2.05 2.06 2.03 1.94 1.24 0.94

32
1.98 2.03 2.04 2.01 2.00 1.14 1.14

64
1.99 2.02 2.03 2.01 1.92 1.07 0.96

128
1.99 2.01 2.00 2.00 2.10 1.04 0.95

256

Table 16. EsLimated orders ofconvergence ofP2ClCOL (order =4) for Problem 3.
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